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Seducing Sheri, A Climax Creek Short ©2013, by Kianna Alexander Erotic Romance- African American Heat
Level: Light Erotic- love scenes are detailed and explicit. All love scenes depict activity between one adult
man and one adult woman, where both parties consent. Setting/Time Period: Contemporary/Present Day. The
story takes place in the fictional town of Climax Creek, North Carolina. Length: Seducing Sheri is a short
novella, approximately 14,975 words in length. Books Like This: If you enjoy the erotic works by authors like
Yvette Hines, you will likely enjoy this erotic romance short by Kianna Alexander. Welcome to Climax
Creek, North Carolina Established 1858 "Built on Tradition, Moving Toward the Future" Climax Creek is a
small, quaint town situated between Greensboro and Sanford in North Carolina. Bordered by I-85 and three
North Carolina state highways, it's occupied by than sixteen hundred people. Climax Creek is the kind of
town where you won't find a Starbucks, but you can get a great cup of coffee from Paulina down at Cool
Beans. Watch out for Paulina- she'll talk your ear off if you let her. Down at Phipps Pharmacy, Quinn Phipps
has got a cure for whatever might be ailing you. Say the wrong thing to your significant other? Minnie Hughes
has got an "apology special" running down at her flower shop- she'll fix you up. Feel the need for some
spiritual guidance? Climax Creek has four churches- take you pick. If you're looking for something fancy and
pretentious, this isn't the place. But if you're looking for a little Southern comfort, the kind that you can't get
out of a bottle, then stop on by. Home for the holidays... Sheridan Cole works hard as an accountant and
financial planner- so hard she's barely had to to sleep, let alone date. She's looking forward to a relaxing
Christmas at her parent's home, in the tiny North Carolina town of Climax Creek. But a chance encounter with
a handsome man from her past changes everything. An Unfulfilled Desire Nick Dunn has spent the last several

weeks trying to keep his family's business from being taken over by a large corporation. As the eldest of the
four Dunn children, keeping his family legacy intact is important to him. That situation holds his entire
focus...that is, until he runs into his high school crush at the local coffee shop. Two Feuding Families Ever
since Sheri and Nick were children, their families have been embroiled in a bitter dispute. Neither of them
knows the root cause, but the Coles and Dunns businesses are in direct competition, and that hasn't helped heal
the rift. A Burning Passion The heat between Sheri and Nick is palpable, undeniable, and inescapable. Before
Sheri can even get a sip of her coffee, she's on her way home with Nick. But is this just a sexy holiday fling?
Or is Nick using his sexual prowess to convince Sheri to enter a business deal with him? Or could he be after
her most guarded possession of all...her heart?

